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Flow Characterlstlcs around a Valve Plate Installed in a Duct* 

(Ist Report. Swing Type Valve Plate Installed at a Duct Exit) 

By Junichi KUROKAWA~~~, Toshiyuki UCHIDA~~~~~~ and Takashi KUSA~~~~~~~~ 

The steady flow characteristics around a valve plate installed at the exit of 
a rectangular duct and the fluid force acting on the valve plate are studied 
experimentally, in order to determine the flow characteristics around flap valves, 
which are usually used to prevent reverse flow at the stop of pumping in large-
size low-head pumps. 

It is shown that the outlet flow has strong three-dimensionality with large 
lateral leakage from both sides of the valve plate, which results in that the 
outlet flow has the characteristics of a discontinuous separated flow rather than 
that of a jet flow. Empirical equations for pressure drop coefficient and moment 
coefficient around the plate axis are obtained, as well as a simple approximate 
method for estimating fluid force acting on the plate. The influence of an 
obstructing wall near the valve exit upon valve performances is also determined. 

Key Words Fluld Machlne Element Duct Flow Flap Valve , Back Pressure , Drag 
Coefficient, Moment Coefficient 

1 . Introduction 

The exit end of a discharge pipe of a 
large-size low-head pump is generally in-
stalled under the discharge water level, 
and a flap valve is used at the end of a 
discharge pipe in order to prevent a back 
flow from the upper water reservoir at the 
stop of pumping. In this case the opening 
of the valve plate changes largely with the 
change of the upper or the lower water 
level as the flow-rate changes largely with 
it. And in the range of large flow-rates 
the fluid force acting on the valve plate 
also becomes very large, which sometimes 
causes destruction of a stopper when the 
flap valve with a stopper is used. If the 
upper or the lower water level changes pe-
riodically, an oscillation is induced in 
the valve plate, which also induces de-
struction of the axis of the valve plate. 

On the other hand , in a high-head pump 
a check valve is usually installed near the 
pump exit to prevent a back flow. Among 
the check valves usually manufactured a 
swing type is most popularly used, as its 
mechanism is very simple and the pressure 
loss in it is relatively small. But thi s 
type of valve plate can hardly follow a 
sudden change of flow-rate at the shut-off 
of the valve plate and a back flow is 
caused, br sometimes a self-excited vib-
ration due to a sudden pressure change f l](2). 

In order to prevent the above-describ-
ed destructions of a flap valve, and to 

predict the response of a swing type check 
valve in a transient flow, it is first 
necessary to determine the steady flow 
characteristics, fluid force and energy 
loss. However, there are few studies about 
a steady flow characteristics around a flap 
valve(6) and a swing type check valve , though 

there are many about a transient characte-
ristics for the combination of a swing-type 
check valve and a pump concerned in a water 
hammer phenomena c 3 )-c5 ) . 

This study is aimed at determining the 
steady flow characteristics around a valve 
plate, fluid force and loss of a flap valve 
installed at the end of a discharg~ pipe 
and a swing-type check valve installed 
midway in a pipe line near the pump exit. 
In the first report, the steady flow char-
acteristics and fluid force of a flap valve 
installed at the discharge end of a rect-
angular duct are studied mainly by measure-
ments . 

2 . Experimental Apparatus and Procedures 

Experimentai apparatus is shown in 
Fig.1. A rectangular duct of 300mm in 
height , 1 80mm in width and I 012mm in length 
is installed at the exit of a wind tunnel, 
and the valve plate of 338mln in length and 
198mm in width is attached to the exit end 
of the duct with its upper end rotatably 
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In a flap valve of practical supported . 
use the exit end of a duct is usually cut 
diagonal as shown in Fig.1 in order to 
attain perfect shut-off performance and to 
shorten the shut-off time. The exit end of 
the present apparatus is also cut to 1 5 
degrees . 

In the first step of the experiment 
the flow characteristics in front of and 
behind the valve plate were measured by 
three-hole Pitot probes varying the valve 
opening angle ~ from I O to 60 degrees and 
keeping the inlet velocity constant, and 
the static pressure distributions were 
measured along the valve plate and the duct 

The moment around the valve plate wal I . 

axis was also measured by strain gauges 
The measurements of attached to the axis. 

the outlet flow were performed along the 
duct center at four sections, of which 
distances from the valve exit edge are 20, 
40, 1 10 and 1 80mm (the radii ratio r/h are 
1 .20, I .26, I .49 and I .73 respectively, 
where r jjs the distance from the valve 
plate axis and h is the duct height) by 
traversing the Pitot probe in the s-direc-
tion(see Fig.1 ) perpendicular to the main 

f I ow . . 
The influence of the obstructing wall 

installed behind the exit of the valve 
plate upon the valve performance is also 
determined experimentally for the purpose 
of practical applications. 

3･ Experimental Results and Discussions 

3･1 Outlet flow from the valve plate 

A transverse distribution of the out-
let flow characteristics at 4 sections in 
the main stream direction is shown in Fig.2 
for the case of the valve opening angle 

The static pressure is not yet ~ =22 ' . 

uniform at the section of 20mm (~/h=1'.20) 
from the valve exit edge, but there exists 
a core-region where the total pressure is 
constant, which is similar to the two-
dimensional jet. However, the decay of the 
core-region is very rapid and at l~Omm from 
the valve exit edge (r/h=1 .73) the core-
region is not seen any more and the static 

In the case of pressure becomes uniform. 
a two-dimensional jet the distance of the 
decay of the core-region is knowa to be 5.4 
times the j.et width C7] , but in the present 

case it is about 2.7 times the open width 
at the valve exit edge, which is about half 
of the two-dimensioinal jet. 

Fi gure 2 ( b ) shows that the outl e t 
veloqity profile just after the exit is 
relatively uniform, in spite of the antici-
pation that the velocity along the valve 
plate will be strongly accelerated and. the 
velocity profile will be non-uniform at the 
exit due to a strong contraction of the 
channel and the non-symmetric exit profile. 
But a detailed examination of the velocity 
profile reveals that the vertical velocity 
component becomes larger in the upper half 
of the outlet flow and the horizontal one 
larger in the lower half. 

The velocity pr()files are compared in 
Fig. 3 for various valve opening angles . 
The abscissa is the transverse distance s 
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non-dimensionalized by the j et width w. 
The velocity distortion in the section 
becomes larger for smaller valve openings, 
but in the range of ~~60'the vertical velo-
city becomes nearly zero and the distri-
bution of horizontal ones becomes uniform. 
As such velocity distortion seems to con-
tract the jet width and the entrainment of 
fluid from the outer periphery is hardly 
seen from Figs.2(b) and 3, the growth of 
the jet width is much smaller conrpared with 
the two-dimensional jet. 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the 
velocity vectors of the outlet flow for 
various valve openings. The direction of 
the outlet flow changes largely with ~ for 
a small value of ~ , but it becomes hori-
zontal for large ~ - The jet width in-
creases in the flow direction for small ~ , 
and becomes constant for ~ =22', but for 
~ ~31' it decreases in the flow direction, 
which is quite different from the tendency 
of the two-dimensional jet. 

The outlet flow characteristics, that 
is the jet width w, the section-averaged 
flow angle oee measured from the horizontal 
direction, the section-averaged velocity 
and the maximum velocity of the section, 
are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6 for the varia-
tion of the valve opening angle e . 

Figure 5 shows that the mean outlet 
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angle is nearly constant in the flow direc-
tion and decreases linearly with e , but 
comes close to zero in the range ~ ~ 60' 
Also it shows that the jet width w in-
creases linearly with ~ . For comparison 
the valve opening width wo Is also plotted 
by a dotted line in the figure. It is of 
some interest that the contraction rate 
w/wo of the outlet flow at r/h=1 .26 is 0.60 
n. 0.65 and independent of ~ , which is equal 
to that of a discontinuous separated flow 
from a two-dimensional slit (9) 

From Fig.6 the sectional mean velocity 
is seen to be nearly equal to the upstream 
velocity Uo for ~ ~ 30' in spite of the 
contraction effect of the channel, and in 
the range ~<30' it increases rapidly with a 
decrease in ~. The maximum velocity of the 
section also shows the same tendency, but 
it changes little for the variation of the 
position r within the range tested, which 
suggests that there still remains the core-
region at the centre of the jet. 

In Figs. 5 and 6 the theoretical re-
sults by Birkhoff <8) are also plotted by a 
chain-dotted line. The theory by Birkhoff 
is aimed at analyzing the flow with a large 
cavity region formed at the back of a body 
set in a high velocity liquid flow, and the 
Hodograph-method is used under the assunrp-
tion of a two-dimensional potential flow. 
They have given the solutions of the poten-
tial flow around the cavity region just 
behind the two-dimensional wedge shown in 
Fig . 7 . Dividing the flow field in two by 
the center line gives the present case. 
Figures 5 and 6 show that the theory gives 
good results only for the jet width w, and 
the other results are much larger than the 
measured ones. This is because the theory 
is based on the two-dimensional analysis 
and the real flow is largely influenced by 
the three-dimensinal lateral leakage due to 
the pressure difference between the front 
and the back side of a valva plate. Assum-
ing that the leakage flow-rate is propor-
tional to the square root of the differen-
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Fig. 4 Velocity diagram of outlet flow. 
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tial pressure dp=p.-pE , where po and pB 
are the upstream and the back pressure 
respectively, the leakage flow-rate QL is 
given by 

QL= CA'/~~~7~･････････････････････････････････ ( I ) 

where At~ ~L2/2 is the open space area of 
both sides of the valve plate and C is the 
flow-rate coefficient. The velocity reduc-
tion at the valve exit due to the leakage 
is then calculated as 

AV=2QL/B'w (B' : duct width) ･････････( 2 ) 

Modifying the theory by V gives the 
dotted line in Fig.6 for the value of 
C=0.50, which is in good agreement with the 
measurements. This suggests that the late-
ral leakage has a significant influence 
upon the outlet flow of the flap valve . 
The difference between the chain-dotted 
line and the dotted line gives rough esti-
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mation of the leakage flow-rate and the 
ratio of the leakage to the total flow-rate 
amounts to about 40 ~ at S =40'and 60 ~ at 
~ =1 3' . 

After all, it is concluded that the 
differences of the valve outlet flow from 
the two-dimensional jet are based on the 
following reason: The valve outlet flow is 
under the dominating influence of the late-
ral leakage, while the two-dimensinal jet 
is based on the diffusion due to the fluid 
viscosity and the entrainment effect of the 
surrounding fluid. It then implies that 
the valve outlet flow is to be treated not 
as a two-dimensional jet flow into the same 
kind of fluid but as a separated disconti-
nuous flow discharged into a different kind 
of fluid, such as a water flow discharged 
into atmosphere. 

3 ･ 2 Pre s sure dis tribution on the val ve 
plate and the fluid force 

The pressure distribution on the valve 
plate is shown in Fig. 8 in the main-stream 
and transverse directions , and both the 
front and the back pressures are shown in 
the same figure, in which the pressure data 
are expressed as the difference from the 

It is shown that the upstream one p o -
pressures at the valve plate tip, and both 
side edges drop considerably due to the 
influence of the back pressure and these 
low pressure zones become larger with a 
decrease in the valve opening angle, while 
in the other region the pressure decreases 
slightly and linearly toward the valve tip. 
It is also shown that the back pressure pB 
decreases considerabiy with a decrease in 
~ . Here it should be noted that the pres-
sure over the front side of the valve plate 
except for the tip and both sides ' Is 
expressed only as a function of the posi-
tion and not of the valve opening angle. 
When caleulating the fluid force actin.g on 
the valve plate by integrating the pressure 
distribution around the plate, good re-
sults might be expected by approximating 
p=po over the whole length of the valve 
plate, because the negative pressure zone 
at the valve tip seems to be cancelled by 
the positive pressure zone in Fig.8(a) . In 
the case of large e such approximation is 
not adequate but the fluid force becomes 
very small and raises no problem. However, 
in Figur~ 8(b) it is necessary to modify 
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this approximation especially for the case 
of small S as the pressure drop at both 
side edges becomes larger with a decrease 
in S ･ As the profile of the non-dimensio-
nal differential pressure distribution Ap/ 
Apmax Is nearly the same for every valve 
opening angle as shown in Fig.9, the rate 
of the reduced fluid force due to the low 
pressure zone of both side edges is calcu-
lated to be about 22~ (shown by the dotted 
lines in Fig.9) . After all, rough esti-
mation of the fluid force acting on the 
valve front side can be given by the fol-
lowing equation : 

F=0.78A(po~pB), A =BL ････････････････- .(3) 

In Fig.8(a) some peculiar distributions are 
seen near the root of the valve plate. It 
is because this region is located in the 
separation zone just after the duct upper 
outlet edge. 

As the lateral leakage has a domina-
ting influence upon the flow characteris-
tics around a valve plate, the theoretical 
results of the back pressure are much dif-
ferent from the measured ones, but the 
relation between the pressure along the 
valve plate and the outlet velocity must 
satisfy the similarity law, that is, the 
pressure divided by the dynamic pressure of 
the outlet flow must take the same value in 
both the theory and the measurements . 
Figure I O shows comparison of the measured 
pressure coefficient with the theoretical 
one, and good agreement is seen. 

One of the important performances of 
the flap valve is the pressure drop coeffi-
cient defined as 

Cp= ( po~ pB )I~U~ ････････ ( 4 ) 

The var.iation of Cp for the variation of 
the valve opening angle ~ is showa in 
Fig.11 , from which the following empirical 
equation is obtained: 

Cp=18.0xl0-0.0450; ...........................( 5 ) 

The loss coefficient of a flap valve is 
given by (Cp+1), as the total head of the 
outlet flow is discharged from the flap 
valve and is not recovered any more. 

The pressure drop coefficient is a 
function of the Reynolds number Re=Uoh/~) as 
shown in Fig.12. It is well known that the 
drag coefficient of a body with sharp edge 
perpendicular to the flow direction becomes 
constant except in the low Reynold number 
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range , as the separation point hardly 
changes with the variation of the Reynolds 

And in this case the pressure number . 
coefficient Cp was anticipated to take a 
constant value, but in Fig.12 the value Cp 
varies largely with Re in the case ~=13･50 
and even in the case ~=22' it still de-

This might be because of creases with Re. 
the unstable separation point due to the 
finite thickness of the valve plate and 
also because of the reverse transition to 
the laminar flow due to a large negative 
pressure gradieht as shown in Fig.8(a) . 
However, flap valves are generally used in 
the large Reynolds nulnber range , and it is 
considered that Equation (5) is valid for 
the practical application. 

The fluid force F acting on the valve 
plate is given by integrating the pressure 
distribution around it, and the fluid force 
coefficient defined by 

CF=F//(~U3A), A=BL ･･････････････････( 6 ) 

/ ¥2 / 
is plotted against ~ in Fig.13･ For__ compa-
rison, also shown are the calculated re-
sults from various measured data, that is 
the measured moment data around the plate 
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axis divided by the plate half length L/2 ( 
markedOin the figure), the momentum change 
from the velocity data of the upstream and 
the downstream ( A) and the results of 
Eq. (3) ( e ) . The non-dimensional form of 
the measured moment data is essentially to 
be called a. moment coefficient: 

/( ･ -CM=M ~U A ii ~ ) ･･･････..... 
2 2 ""' """'(7) 

The result that the value of CN agrees well 
with the value C F means that the pressure 
distribution along the valve plate is near-
ly uniform , and the result that the value 
of e agrees well with the other ones means 
that a simple approximation of Eq..(3), or 

CF=0.78Cp '･･････････････････････････････････.... ( 8 ) 

is adequate for estimating the fluid force. 
Lastly, the variation of the moment 

coefficient Qblis showrl for the variation of 
the valve opening angle e in Fig.14, and of 
the Reynolds number Re in Fig. 1 5 . The 
tendency of the curves is similar to that 
of the pressure drop coefficient Cp in 
Fig.12, and the following empirical equa-
tion is obtained: 

CAf=6.20XI0-0.029'p (e') ..................(9) 

Here for the case of ~=13･50 the value CM 
has not yet become constant in the Re 
range tested as showa in Fig.14, but it is 
expected to be constant in the range of 
Re>1 O 6 The result calculated from the 
simple equation, CM~? CF , is also plotted in 
the figure by a dotted line, which gives 
somewhat different tendency from the mea-
sured results, and suggests that the appro-
ximate method of Eq.(3) is not adequate for 
estimating CM talues. 

3 . 3 Inf I uence of obs tructing wal I j ust 
behind the valve exit. 

Flap valves are mounted at the duct 
outlet not only to the upper reservour of 
sufficient volume but also sometimes near 
the obstructing wall or into the midway of 
an open channel. In order to examine the 
influence of the obstructing wall in such 
cases, several kinds of obstructing walls 
shown in the right side of Fig.15 are set 
just behind the exit of the valve plate. 
The influence of the position of the obst-
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ructing　　wall　upon　the　moment　coeffient　　is
shown　　in　Fig．15。　　工七　is　seen　that　’しhe　in－

fluence　　of　　the　obstructing　　wall　　becomes

negligible　when　七he　obstructing　wall　is　set
more　　七han　twice　the　duct　height　apart　from
the　　（iuct　exi’も　for　a　large　β　and　one　　’しime

the　duct　heigh’b　for　a　small　β　even　if　　the

L－type　obstructing　wall　is　set・

4．　Conclusions

（1）　The　outlet　flow　fro寧　七he　　valve　　plate

has　　the　　charac七eristics　　of　　a　　separate（1

discon’binuous　　flow　　rathe：r　than　t血at　of　a

two－dimensional　　jet　flow，　as　the　　la’しeral
leakage　from　both　sides　of　七he　valve　　pla’じe

五as　　a　　（iomina’しing　influence　on　　the　　valve

outlet　　flow　　charac’しeristics．　Within　　the

range　tested，the　outletflow　width　is
con・bracte（i’bo　60％　of　the　valve　open　width

andthemaximumvelocityoftheoutletflow
hardly　changes　in　the　flow　direction．　　And
the　　outlet　　flow　angle　is　nearly　　propor－
tional　　to　the　valve　opening　angleβ　in　the
range　　β≦40。，　　an（1　in　the　range　　β　≧60。　it

becomes　nearly　zero・
（2〉　The　pressure　at　the　central　part　of　七he

valve　　plate　fron’し　si（1e　varies　lit七le　for　a

wide　　variation　　of　a　valve　　opening　　angle
due　　七〇　large　latefal　leakage　in　　spite　　of

con’brac’もing　　effect　of　the　　channel．　　This

leads　to　a　simple　apProximate　estima’しion　of
’bhe　fluid　force，　　that　is，　　assuming　a　con－

stant　　ups’bream　　pressure　　over　　the　　whole

fron’し　surface　of　’しhe　valve　plate　an（1　calcu－

lating　the　22％　reduce（1　force　（iue　to　a　pres－

su「e　drop　at　both　side　edges．
（3）　　The　　empirical　equatio血s　　of　　press覗re

drop　cQefficien七　and　moment　coefficient　are
・btainedinEqs・（5）and（9）・　Intherange
of　　七he　　Reynol（1s　number　of　　practical　　use

these　equations　are　valid・
（4）　　The　similarity　law　is　still　valid　　be－

tween　’しhe　outle’し　veloci’by　and　the　　pressure

dis七ribu’しion　　along　’bhe　center　line　of　　the

valve　plate，　and　the　two－dimensional　theory
gives　　good　　results　if　’しhe　theory　is　　ade－

quately　　mo（1ifie（1’しaking　’bhe　leakage　　flow－

rate　intO　aCCOUn七．

（5）Theinfluence・fthe・bstructing　wall
behind　　七he　valve　exi七　is　　negligible　　when

the　　valve　is　set　more　七han　’しwice　the　　duct

heigh’b　　apar’b　from　’しhe　wall　in　the　case　　of

large　　valve　openings　and　one　time　the　（iuct
height　　in　・’bhe　case　of　small　ones．
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